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(Broomfield, CO.) Holsters for personal carry sidearms have two basic requirements; 1) they must allow 
you to draw your weapon quickly, 2) they need to store your weapon securely & safely when not being 
used.   The new Swipe™ MQR Holster from Allen Company® combines both of those attributes using 
their patented Magnetic Sliding Retention System in a way never seen before.     
 
Hip holsters typically employ a snap-system for their retention band.  Anyone that has used one of these, 
knows that they can be hard to break loose and cumbersome to manage.   
 
The Swipe MQR Holster uses a patented magnetic system that releases in 50% less time than a 
traditional snap and locks quickly uses a scientifically designed magnetic locking system.  To use-simply 
clear the lock using a fast directional “swipe” motion to break the magnetic bond.  Locking is even easier.  
To lock-hold the retention band head near the magnetic base and the polarity will draw and lock the two 
points together.  This bond creates a locking force that can only be reversed from one direction so your 
weapon can’t be removed by other persons.    
 
Swipe MQR is a retention system that is lightning fast and structurally more reliable than a standard snap 
system. 
 
 
Swipe MQR Retention System Holsters Are Available in 18 of the Most Popular Handguns 
Including: 

• Single and Double-Action Revolvers 

• Extra Large Frame Revolvers with Full Lugs 

• Sub Compact Semi-Auto 

• Compact Semi-Auto  

• Full Size Semi-Auto  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Powered by Fidlock® Magnetic Closure 

 
Swipe MQR Holsters are NEW for the 2018 selling season and are shipping soon. 
For more information about Swipe™ MQR Holsters, visit us at www.byAllen.com or call (800) 876-8600.  
Media contact: Lee Betty via phone (720) 390-6716 or via email lee.betty@allencompany.net. 
 
About Allen Company: 
Headquartered in Broomfield, Colorado, Allen Company was founded in 1970 and is the leading provider 
of hunting, shooting, archery and tactical-related products to the Outdoor Industry. By continuously 
striving to improve our product design and quality, we have set our sights on making the Allen brand 
known and trusted by the entire outdoor population as the best product for the money. 
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